
Hi Friends,

On the outside, everything looks messy.
Much is being sorted out in our relationships with everything and
everyone. It can be challenging to see and build your new foundation on a
clean slate when everything seems so messy, so chaotic. However, your
imagination, your creative visualization, including the guidance that you
receive here, will assist you now to create your version of paradise with
integrity and honor.

Do this everyday for 10 minutes.
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You are choosing now …
prioritize what is important to you.
No two paths are the same. Each of us is unique and has special gifts and
talents that we bring to the whole, each unique, individual, and perfect. While
we are all on our own journeys, knowing what we each value is crucial
because we make choices each moment based on our inner-value system.
We are blueprinting our new reality here.
Here is your new value template. Feel free to add on anything that comes to
your heart and share it with us. 
We are the creators of our lives.

Manifesting By the Speed of Light with the Power of Your Words.
You are choosing now …Here’s what I’ve chosen.
My business colleagues had a little private conversation going on that I found
out about.
They said, what’s Kornelia up to now?  
What is she doing now?  
I AM creating Lavish……NEW BEGINNINGS.
I just adore the word "lavish".
Lavish is luscious.
Lavish health, lavish wealth, Lavish relationships,
when I automatically lean into any of the three,
health, wealth, relationships-the way I want to feel is ~ Lavish.
It's true because the world is a mirror to how we perceive it. That's why it's
important to feel your way into it first.
We are living in the 5th dimension. ~Heaven on Earth.
It is all here to support your new creation.  

I AM creating Lavish……NEW BEGINNINGS. 
I DID it. I am doing it. Lavish Wealth, Health and Relationships.
And I will continue to do it until that which I have done is perfectly
externalized within my world. ~Inspired by Neville Godhard.
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Do this everyday for 10 minutes.

Who’s with me?

Lots of Love,
Kornelia

THE KORNELIA STEPHANIE SHOW EXCLUSIVE

The Kornelia Stephanie Media Shows and Co-hosts are excited to
bring you conversations derived from a higher consciousness that
inspires and empowers audiences with practical tools on how to live
in the new earth. The mission. We are anchoring Heaven On Earth
on a global scale. To be an example to all who are called to listen
and access their true spiritual power from the inside out, tapping
into their authentic truth and exploring the Source/ God/ our infinite
power within.
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6-Figure Marketing: Foundation To Scale Your
Business in 2020 With Rise and Be Rich

For anyone who makes a living selling their expertise, wisdom and
knowledge, authors, consultants, alternative medicine, healers,
therapists & holistic services, online marketing is essential to grow
their business. But what kind of marketing will give them high 6-
figure growth (or more) and what are some of the challenges that
will stop growth on it’s tracks? This episode focuses on 6-figure
marketing - the foundation strategies from Rise and Be Rich.

Segment 1: The Challenges Faced By Small Businesses and Solo
Businesses In Marketing

Solopreneeurs and small business owners don’t have a large
marketing team and they have to rely on themselves to plan,
implement, track and assess their marketing in order to get enough
leads and clients. What are some of the common challenges faced
by these businesses? In this section, let’s look at a few areas and
why these challenges persist for business owners.

Claim Your FREE Copy of the Webinar offered on
the show HERE 

Listen HERE Watch HERE

Discovering You Again Online Course
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My colleague, Susan Axelrod, is a
Confidence Coach for women in the
second half of life. The next session
of her online course is starting THIS

MONDAY: "Discovering You Again!" If
you're looking for a Vision for your life

now, this is the place to be!

What you will discover in this
program...Clarity in your second
half of life. Answer the questions

"Who am I now?
 "What do I want now"?

Find focus and feel better.
Find community.

Click HERE To Join

Then Subscribe, Like, and Share to My YouTube Channel Right HERE
so that you never miss any of our life enriching content!

P.S. We love it when you make comments under the videos.
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